WHEN SUSAN RICE IS
RIGHT, SHE’S RIGHT!
From the No Kidding
Files, courtesy of
Jason Leopold,
comes this gem from
vaunted National
Security Advisor
Susan Rice:

“Let’s be honest: at times we do
business with govts that do not respect
the rights we hold most dear”

Well, hello there Susan, I couldn’t agree more.
Especially on days when I see things like this
from the Glenn Greenwald and Pierre Omidyar
Snowden file monopoly err, Barton Gellman at the
Washington Post:
The National Security Agency is
gathering nearly 5 billion records a day
on the whereabouts of cellphones around
the world, according to top-secret
documents and interviews with U.S.
intelligence officials, enabling the
agency to track the movements of
individuals — and map their
relationships — in ways that would have
been previously unimaginable.
….
The number of Americans whose locations
are tracked as part of the NSA’s
collection of data overseas is
impossible to determine from the Snowden
documents alone, and senior intelligence
officials declined to offer an estimate.
“It’s awkward for us to try to provide
any specific numbers,” one intelligence
official said in a telephone interview.
An NSA spokeswoman who took part in the

call cut in to say the agency has no way
to calculate such a figure.

It is thoroughly loathsome that Americans must
do business with a government that does this,
and insane that it is their own government.
It is “awkward” to determine how many innocent
Americans are rolled up in the latest out of
control security state dragnet the United States
government is running globally. Actually, that
is not awkward, it is damning and telling.
Therefore the American citizenry must not know,
at any cost.
Susan Rice is quite right, we are forced to “do
business” with a government that does “not
respect the rights we hold most dear”
[Here is the full text of the Susan Rice speech
today that the above quote was taken from. It is
a great speech, or would be if the morals of the
United States under Barack Obama matched the
lofty rhetoric]

